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Background: The aim of present study was to analyze the effectiveness of electron
filters in the Telecobalt radiotherapy treatment by simulation technique. Materials
and Methods: The BEAMnrc Monte Carlo code was used to simulate the electron
filters of thickness of 0.5 gm/cm2 below the trimmer bar for 35 × 35 cm2 field size in
Theratron Equinox-80 telecobalt unit. The electron filters were made of an
aluminum, copper, nickel, tin, PMMA, and lead with single or composite materials.
The radiation beams at treatment distance were analyzed by generating profiles for
photon and electron along the X-axis of radiation field. Results: The electron energy
fluence for unfiltered beam was 0.32% of the photon energy. The photon
energy fluence intensity reduction due to filter was 3.7%. The filters with low
atomic number have shown poor electron contamination removal efficiency.
The tin, copper and nickel were found effective filters, removing nearly 38%
of contaminant electron energy. The lead filter is equally effective as tin,
however the high energy electrons emitted from filter due to “photo peaks”
adds significant dose at 3.0 to 4.0 mm depth. Conclusion: The tin filter
dominates over to other filters on the subject of surface dose reduction and
depth of dose maximum (dmax). It reduces the surface dose by 9.6% and 13.9
% of unfiltered beam for 15 × 15 and 20 × 20 cm2 field sizes respectively.
Keywords: Telecobalt, electron contamination, electron filters, surface dose, Monte
Carlo simulation.
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INTRODUCTION
The telecobalt machine is in use for cancer
management for a long period due to its cost
effectiveness. Its use in cancer treatment strikes
the right balance between the technology and
the art of medicine, with special relevance to
radiotherapy (1). A local and indigenous made
new telecobalt unit is being promoted for more
cost effective treatment of cancer patients (2).
The new advanced treatment modalities are also
being facilitated in telecobalt machine for
effective treatment of cancer (3-5).
The cobalt-60 source emits photons of
energies of 1.17 and 1.33 MeV and beta particle
of maximum energy of 0.31 MeV. The radiation

beam incident on patient from the telecobalt
machine is often contaminated with secondary
electrons and low energy photons. The sources
of the secondary contaminated electrons are
source material, primary collimator, jaws,
trimmer bars and air. The source capsule itself is
major source of electron and photon
contamination (6). Because of these scattered
photons and contaminant electrons, there is a
change in the shape of depth-dose curve in the
buildup region and shift in dose maximum point.
Hence, the loss in the skin sparing effect is the
main disadvantage of telecobalt and as well as
megavoltage radiotherapy. Several authors have
investigated the electron contamination in
cobalt-60 and high energy X-ray beam and also
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investigated various methods for removal of the
electron contamination (6-14). The electron
contamination has also been removed to reduce
the dose in buildup region that enhance the
photon beam quality specification in high energy
X-ray beam (15-18).
Rogers et al. have carried out the simulation
based study on the effect of photon and electron
contamination on surface dose in cobalt-60
beam (6). They studied the removal of electron
contamination by filters and magnets, and the
results were compared with published
experimental data. Leung et al. have performed
an extensive study on effect of field sizes on
electron contamination and filtration by various
filters in cobalt-60 beam (7). They recommended
the use of medium atomic number filters of
thickness of 0.4 g/cm2 for cobalt-60 beam.
Hueng et al. and Bova et al. have done the
comparative study between acrylic and lead
acrylic filter in 60Co and high energy X-ray beam
(8, 9). Attix et al. included the helium gas filled bag
and the metallic filters in the 60Co beam (10).
Nilsson used the Fermi-Eyges theory of multiple
scattering for relative lateral electron surface
dose distributions from filters and air (11).
The most of the previous studies on electron
contamination in telecobalt unit were ion
chamber based experimental work (7-10). The
present study was planned to carry out the
detail simulation study on various filter
materials. The EGSnrc code coupled with
BEAMnrc Monte Carlo simulation code is one of
the most accurate technique for the simulation
of electron dosimetry in radiotherapy units
(19-20). The BEAMdp programme of the BEAMnrc
system is a prominent tool for the analysis of
different parameters of photon and electron
spectra (21). The Theratron Equimox-80 from
Best Theratronics, Ottawa, Canada is one of
latest telecobalt unit used for the treatment of
cancer. Various filters made of low to high
atomic number, including tin of medium atomic
number have been taken in this study. The aim
of the study was to investigate the effectiveness
of filter materials on removal of electron
contamination in cobalt-60 beam and choose an
appropriate filter material.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Simulation codes
The simulation codes used in the present
study were BEAMnrc and DOSXYZnrc. These
codes were installed in the computer system of
Intel i5-4570@3.2GHz processor with 4GB RAM
system. The BEAMnrc code is able to handle the
various geometries such as collimator, jaws,
mirror, MLC etc. and coupled with EGSnrc
user-code for the simulation of electron-photon
transport, to simulate the radiation beams
including high energy electron and photon
beams from radiotherapy units (20-23). The
radiation beam was analyzed by BEAMdp data
processor program that derive the spectral,
planner fluence distribution of spectrum of
photons and electrons (21). The dose calculation
in water phantom was performed using
DOSXYZnrc general purpose Monte Carlo EGSnrc
user-code (24).
Simulation of treatment unit and phantom
The study on the effectiveness of electron
filters was performed by simulating filters in
Theratron Equinox-80 telecobalt machine. The
details regarding simulation of source, source
housing, fixed and movable collimator is
presented elsewhere (25). These include the
component module (CM) FLATFILT to model
source capsule and surrounding lead shield (20
cm), the CM PYRAMIDS to model primary
definer and the CM JAWS to model secondary
collimator and trimmer bars. The jaws and
trimmer bars were set to define the field size of
35 × 35 cm2 at 80 cm treatment distance. The
electron filter of dimension of 40 × 40 cm2 was
simulated by CM of SLABS below the last X-axis
trimmer bars at 53.4 cm. The geometry of the
simulation of complete system is shown in
figure 1.
The DOSXYZnrc code was used to design
virtual homogenous water phantom of volume of
40 × 40 × 20 cm3 with source to surface distance
of 80 cm. The height of the phantom was 20 cm
and divided in the 400 thin layers of uniform
thickness of 0.05 cm. The volume of water
phantom was divided into large number of small
Int. J. Radiat. Res., Vol. 17 No. 2, April 2019
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voxels. The dimensions (x × y × z) of the voxels
were taken 1.0 × 1.0 × 0.05 cm3 distributed
uniformly over the phantom. The total number
of dose scoring regions including exterior was
672401. The medium of the phantom was water
with density of 1.0 g/cc.

density thickness of lead and 40% density
thickness of PMMA was taken as filter. The
composite filter of the combination of aluminum
(0.148 cm) and copper (0.011 cm) with two
different orientations were also included in the
study.

Design of electron filters
The list of electron filters used in the present
study, their density, composition and thickness
is shown in table 1. The materials include PMMA,
aluminum, nickel, copper, tin, and lead. The
composite filters of two different materials were
also used in this study. These include
copper-aluminium,
aluminium-copper
and
lead-PMMA combinations. Total ten filters were
taken in this study. The density thickness of the
filter was taken 0.5 gm/cm2 for all the filters. An
acrylic (PMMA) plate of 0.9 cm thickness
supplied as standard accessory with the
Theratron Equinox-80 machine and PMMA of
0.42 cm thickness were included in this study.
The composite filter lead-PMMA with 60%

Simulation process
The process of MC simulation was divided in
three different steps. In the first step, the phase
space file (PSF) was generated at plane 1 and
plane 2 for unfiltered beam as shown in figure 1.
In the simulation process, 1010 histories from
the isotropic cylindrical source were run with
default setting of the transport parameters of
EGSnrc code. The particles reaching to plane 1
and plane 2 after passing through source
capsule, primary definer, jaws and trimmer bar
were scored in the PSF. The file contains the
information about charge, energy, and moving
direction of the particle. The typical simulation
time to generate PSF of 3.7 GB at plane 2 was
160 hrs.

Figure 1. The geometry and configuration of the Theratron Equinox-80 machine in present simulation.
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Table 1.The density, thickness and composition of various filters.
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Sr. No. Filter material (Element / Alloy)
1
2
3

Aluminium
Tin (Sn)
Lead (Pb)

4

PMMA_0.42 (C5H8O2)

5

PMMA_0.9 (C5H8O2)

6

Nickel

7

Copper

8
9
10

Copper -Aluminum (Cu-Al)
Aluminum- Copper (Al-Cu)
Lead-PMMA

Atomic number and composition Density (g/cc) Thickness (cm)
Element
Al(13) = 0.99
2.71
0.185
Sn (50) = 1.00
7.31
0.0684
Pb (82) = 1.00
11.34
0.044
Alloy
H(1) =0.0805, C(6) =0.599
O(8) = 0.3196
1.19
0.42
Zeff = 3.5
----1.19
0.9
Ni (28) =0.66
Cu(29)=0.287
Fe(26) =0.025
8.902
0.056
Mn(25) = 0.02
Si(14) = 0.005
C(6) = 0.003
Cu(29) = 0.85
8.75
0.0558
Zn(30) = 0.15
Composite filters
0.1 gm/cm2 Cu + 0.4 gm/cm2 Al
8.75, 2.71
0.011 +0.148
2
2
0.4 gm/cm Al + 0.1 gm/cm Cu
2.71, 8.75
0.148+0.011
0.3 gm/cm2 Pb + 0.2 gm/cm2 MMA 11.34 +1.19
0.026+0.168

In the second step, the component module
SLAB was used to simulate the filters and air
medium. The medium air was simulated
between z = 49.67 and z = 53.4 cm from the
source, and then filter was simulated as per the
thickness and material composition as given in
table 1. The medium between the filter and
plane 2 at 80 cm from the source was taken air
which was simulated by SLAB. In this process,
the PSF generated at plane 1 was used as the
source input file, and all particles photon,
electron and positron were transported through
filters and air to generate the second PSF at
plane 2. The simulation process was run for
1.5×108 histories over 2.5 hrs for 3.7GB PSF size.
The simulation parameters were similar to the
parameters taken in step 1. The PSFs generated
at the plane 2 at 80 cm for filters and without
filter were analyzed to determine the
effectiveness of the various electron filters.
In the third and final step, the absorbed dose
(Gy/incident particle) was calculated to find out
the depth-dose curve in the water phantom. The
PSF at plane 2 was chosen as source file which
was placed at the surface of water phantom. All
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the particles (photons, electrons and positrons)
were set to incident on the water phantom. The
numbers of particles present in the PSF were
taken into account to decide the number of
histories for the simulation in each calculation.
This maintains the uniformity of the recycling of
the particles present in PSF. The transport
parameters ECUT and PCUT for the simulation
were 0.521 and 0.01 MeV respectively. Total
about 2.5 × 109 histories were simulated for each
filter to achieve higher accuracy in dose values.
The accuracy level achieved were 1.0% for the
depth from 0.3 mm to 1.5 cm and 1.5 % at the
surface level. The dose values along the central Z
-axis were listed in pegslst file. The similar dose
calculation in water phantom for all the filters
and unfiltered beam were performed by
simulation of the only photon particles in PSF.

RESULTS
The PSFs for 35 × 35 cm2 filed size were
generated at 80 cm for comparison between
various filters and without filter data. The filter
Int. J. Radiat. Res., Vol. 17 No. 2, April 2019
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was placed below the trimmer bar at 53.4 cm
from the source. The statistical uncertainty of
the results directly depends up on the number of
particle histories used in the simulation. Hence,
in order to improve the accuracy and minimize
the error, 1010 particle histories from source
were simulated to generate PSF at plane 1 and
plane 2. The BEAMdp program was used to
generate the various profiles for radiation beam
along X-axis at 80 cm. These profiles include
photon fluence vs. position, photon energy
fluence vs. position, electron fluence vs. position,
and electron energy fleuence vs. position plots.
The profiles of mean energy of the electron and
photon spectra for different filters were also
analyzed. The other profile includes the energy
distribution for the photon and electron spectra.
The profiles of photon fluence (fluence/
incident particle) vs. position and photon energy
fluence (MeV/cm2/incident particle) vs. position
for the different filters and without filter are
shown in figure 2(a) and 2(b) respectively. In
the profile of photon fluence, the filters have
shown variation in the particle filtration. The
lead and PMMA_0.9 have shown the maximum
decrease in the particle fluence. In the photon
energy fluence vs. position, the energy fluence at
the central axis for unfiltered beam was
1.12e-05 MeV per incident particle. The high Z
and low Z filters are very close for the
attenuation of photon energy fluence. The
PMMA_0.9 filter of 0.9 cm has shown higher
attenuation due to higher thickness. The
decrease in photon energy fluence is about 3.7%
for various filters with higher atomic number
except PMMA_0.9 filter.
The profiles of electron fluence (fluence/
cm2/incident particle) vs. position and electron
energy fluence (MeV/cm2/incident particle) vs.
position for the different filters and without
filter are shown in figure 3(a) and 3(b)
respectively. The electron energy fluence is
maximum at central axis and decreases
gradually off-axis. The electron energy fluence
along the central axis for unfiltered beam is
3.56e-08 MeV/cm2 /incident particle. The filters
with low atomic number have shown the low
electron removal efficiency. The lead, aluminum
and copper_aluminium have shown the
Int. J. Radiat. Res., Vol. 17 No. 2, April 2019

moderate electron removal efficiency. The lead,
PMMA and aluminium filters were found to be
less efficient for removal of electron
contamination for particle as well as energy
fluence. The electron energy fluence for tin,
copper and nickel were found 2.2e-08, 2.4e-08
and 2.6e-08 respectively. These filters are
effective for the filtration of electron
contamination, removing about 38% of electron
energy compare to radiation beam without
filter. The mean energy profile for photon and
electron for open beam were 1.03 and 0.58 MeV
respectively. The lead filter is observed to be
beam hardener with mean energy for photon
and electron of 1.05 and 0.62 MeV respectively.
The filters with low atomic number and higher
thickness such as PMMA, copper and aluminium
were having low mean energy for photon as well
as electron. The photon and electron mean
energy was 1.00 MeV and 0.5 MeV respectively.
These filters behave as scatterer than the
attenuator for both photon and electron. The
mean energy for photon and electron for tin
filter were 1.02 and 0.58 MeV respectively,
which is relatively higher compare to other low
atomic filters.
The profiles of photon and electron energy
fluence distribution for various filters and
without filter are shown in figure 4(a) and 4(b)
respectively. It is a particle energy fluence
scored in user defined field vs energy with 200
energy bins of equal bin width within a specified
field size in X-axis. The fluence peaks for photon
were at energy level of 1.17 and 1.33 MeV
respectively. The low energy photons were
found in the energy range of 0.2 to 1.17 MeV.
The filters with low atomic number and higher
thickness show increase in low energy photon
components in the energy range of 0.4 to 0.6
MeV. The lead and tin filters show energy
fluence distribution as similar to the beam
without filter. The electron energy fluence was
0.8 MeV for various filters and without filter.
The filtration of the electron energy increases
with increase in energy. The lead and tin have
higher filtration of electron energy from
unfiltered beam. The lead filter has shown two
energy fluence peaks at 1.12 and 1.26 MeV.
These peaks were not observed in unfiltered
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beam.
The absorbed dose (Gy/incident particle)
was calculated at different depths between zero
to 2.0 cm in phantom. The calculation was made
for photon and all particles (Photon, electron
and positron) for filtered and unfiltered beam.
The depth doses were normalized with the dose
at depth of dose maximum (dmax). The relative
depth-doses along the central axis for photon
only and for all particles for all filters and
unfiltered beam are shown in figure 5(a) and 5
(b) respectively. In case of photon beam only,
the dose curves for the filtered and unfiltered
beams are similar. The surface dose starts at
26% and attain maximum at 4.0 mm depth and
falls at the same rate for all beams. The
depth-dose due to photon, electron and positron

a

for filters and unfiltered beam shows large
deviation. The surface dose for unfiltered beam
is 76% and reaches maximum at 0.125 cm
depth. The surface dose for tin, copper, lead and
nickel filters were 56.9%, 59.7%, 61.8% and
64.0% respectively. The dmax for tin, nickel and
copper filter were 0.575, 0.475, and 0.275 cm
respectively. The depth-dose results for other
mostly used clinical field sizes 10 × 10, 15 × 15,
and 20 × 20 cm2 for unfiltered beam and filtered
with tin is shown in figure 6 along with the field
size of 35 × 35 cm2. The surface dose for three
field sizes were 37.3%, 48.8%, and 58.8%
respectively. The dmax was 4.0 mm
approximately for all. The surface dose
reductions by the tin filter were 3.3%, 9.6% and
13.9% for above three field sizes respectively.

b

Figure 2. Profiles for (a) Photon fluence vs. position and (b) Photon energy fluence vs. position along the x-axis for various filters
and without filter at treatment distance of 80 cm from the source.
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a

b

Figure 3. Profiles for (a) Electron fluence vs. position and (b) Electron energy fluence vs. position along the x-axis for various filters
and without filter at treatment distance.
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a

b

Figure 4. Profiles of energy fluence distribution for (a) Photon and (b) Electron along the x-axis for various filters and without filter
at treatment distance.
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a

Figure 5. figure legend is described in next page.
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b
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Figure 5. Depth-dose distributions for various filters and unfiltered beams for 35 × 35 cm2 field size (a) for only due to photons in
the beam and (b) due to all particles photon, electron and positron in the beam.

Figure 6. Depth-dose distribution in build-up region for all particles for tin filter and unfiltered beam for various field sizes.
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DISCUSSION
The methods which have been applied for the
study of filtration of electron contamination
were thin metallic filters, use of magnet and
helium filled polythene bag. The helium filled
polythene bag is effective for removal of
electron contamination; however it generates
and scatter the electron at larger filled sizes (10).
The use of magnet is excellent for improvement
in the beam characteristics of Co-60 and high
energy X-rays, however its routine use is not
feasible (11, 12). The electron contamination varies
with field size and the distance from the source.
The most of the previous studies on the electron
filters for Co-60 beam were ion chamber based
for various field sizes and various distances
using different materials (7-10). The simulation
technique was used in the present study for
various filter materials for a large field size with
maximum
electron
contamination.
The
accuracy of modeling of Equinox machine was
validated by comparison of dosimetric
calculation of output factors and the depth-dose
data with measured values (25). All the filters
were simulated under the similar parameters
and with single PSF below the trimmer bar.
Rogers et al. have found copper as better
filter compare to PMMA in the study of photon
and electron contamination on depth-dose curve
in AECL 60Co therapy unit using EGS simulation
code (6). The photon contamination is primarily
from
the
source
capsule,
contributes
significantly to the dose, but has less effect on
the shape of depth-dose curve. The electron
contamination comes from a wide variety of
places; the capsule itself is the major source at
close distances and air generated electrons
dominate at larger distances. In the present
simulation study, we have used several
materials of filters from low to high atomic
number for selection of appropriate material.
The photon and electron spectra were deeply
analyzed in BEAMdp programme for the
validation of results. The surface depth-dose in
water phantom clearly demonstrates the
electron contamination removal efficiency of the
filters. The dmax at 0.125 cm for unfiltered beam
is in well agreement with result shown by Leung
Int. J. Radiat. Res., Vol. 17 No. 2, April 2019

et al. (7). The tin filter has significantly reduced
the surface dose by 20% from the dose of
unfiltered beam. The tin has not only decreased
the surface dose but also increased the dmax from
0.125 cm to 0.575 cm. The shift in the dmax for
smaller field for tin filter is not significant.
The copper and nickel have shown moderate
filtration of electron contamination. The lead
filter is marginally better compare to the PMMA
and lead_PMMA filter. Attix et al. found that the
copper and lead glass (L35C) shows strongest
beam filtering action compare to Lucite as the
PMMA adds more electron contamination than it
removes (10). The performance of above three
filters is not satisfactory as reported by the
authors (8, 9). Huang et al. observed that lead
acrylic is an effective filter compare to acrylic (8).
Bova et al. investigated that there is no clinical
advantage in using either acrylic or lead acrylic
over to the open tray system, however the use of
lead acrylic as compared to acrylic
demonstrated a decrease in surface dose and the
dose at 1.0 mm depth for all of the photon
energies (9).
The depth-dose in phantom is well correlated
with the profiles for electron and photon
spectra. The profile of electron energy fluence
distribution in figure 4(b) shows that the tin and
the lead filter shows the similar energy fluence
till electron energy of 0.98 MeV, after that the
lead filter shows two different electron energy
fluence peaks at 1.12 and 1.26 MeV respectively.
These two peaks are responsible for the increase
in electron energy fluence for lead filter
compare to the tin as shown in figure 3(b). The
attenuation and scattering coefficient shows that
the lead filter has clear edge over tin on the
photoelectric effect. The two peaks in the profile
of electron energy fluence distribution are
“photo peaks” emitted due to interaction of
gamma rays of cobalt-60 beam with the high Z
lead filter. The range of these 1.12 and 1.26 MeV
electrons in water is 3.0 to 4.0 mm. It shows that
the lead filter adds the significant dose at 3.0 to
4.0 mm depth in phantom. Leung et al. also
found that the lead filter gives higher dose at 3.0
to 4.0 mm due to “photo peaks” (7).
The result of the simulation study was
validated by the measurement of depth-dose in
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solid phantom using Markus parallel plate
chamber for unfiltered beam using copper and
perspex filter for 35 × 35 cm2 field size in
Theratron Equinox-80 machine. In the
measurement setup, the source to detector
distance was fixed at 80.5 cm and source to
surface distance varies by placing the Perspex
slabs of 0.1 cm thickness over detector. This
measurement setup is not same as simulation of
fixed source to surface distance, however it
ensures the positional accuracy of the detector.
The measured relative depth-dose for three
beams is shown in figure 7. It is observed that
the pattern of depth-dose curve for three

different beams is similar as to the simulation
result. There is deviation in the dmax and
surface dose from simulation. This may be due
to different measurement setup, thick slab layer
and the uncertainty in water equivalency in
phantom material. The dmax for unfiltered and
copper filtered beams are 0.2 and 0.4 cm
compare to 0.125 and 0.25 cm respectively of
simulation results. The surface dose measured
with parallel plate chamber having protective
build up cap of 0.1 cm for three beams were in
well agreement with the calculated dose
absorbed in first layer of 0.05 cm thickness.
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Figure 7. Measured relative depth-dose in solid phantom using parallel plate chamber for three different.
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